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Included in this first-ever tailgating guide approved by the SEC:The inside track on throwing the best

tailgate in the South, with tips for great grilling, make-ahead dishes, packing recipes for traveling,

and how to make it special at home!Extra Points give plenty of options for using the recipes beyond

game day for year-round celebrating.Recipes perfect for any kick-off time, including Scrambled Egg

Muffin Sliders, Fried Chicken Bites, and Sweet-Hot Baby Back Ribs plus travel-ready beverages,

sides, and desserts.Custom-created recipes for SEC team cupcakes, deviled eggs, spritzers, and

menus for each of the 14 SEC football teams.
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When I received my new tailgating cookbook I wanted to try it out immediately. I turned to the

Alabama section (roll tide!) and selected a coffecake recipe. It was wonderful! The recipe was

simple but delicious. Had everything needed in my pantry---no trips to the store necessary. I know

why this will be an awesome cookbook for tailgating foods if the recipes I sampled are any indication

of the ease and goodness of all the recipes in this book. This cookbook proves all over again that

quick and easy does not mean bland and tasteless.

As usual, Southern Living comes out with some great recipes, quick and easy ingredients and all

the recipes make you want to start cooking. Even if not tailgating, this book is full of great Fall



recipes that are very tempting and get you in the mood for some delicious new things to serve and

enjoy.

Not as many recipes as you'd think, more nattering on about each school but not even that much

about the traditions at each school. Was disappointed in this cookbook. Hoping for more recipes

that were unique or even based on regions. Most are typical recipes we all already know. A few

surprises that make it a three star. Overall an internet search is more effective. And I'm both an SEC

fan and normally a fan of Southern Living cookbooks, the editor just seemed to have missed the

mark with this one for me.

I love this book. It was purchased to give as a gift, but before I gifted it, I happened to glance at a

copy a friend had. They do a great job of identifying all of the SEC schools by dish and recipe. It has

been a great resource for new ideas for parties and tailgate. Easy to understand, straight forward

recipes and they all are delicious. If you tailgate or just want some new party dish ideas this is a

great addition to the cookbook library.

I love this book! I even watched the corresponding tv show that promoted it (and loved that) I am a

collector of cookbooks, especially Junior League cookbooks, this is on par with that!

It was for a gift to a college graduate and she loves this book. It has a wonderful slick feel to it, the

pages are slick too-the book is filled with all sorts of food tips, recipes and it is just useful to have

around the house.

Southern Living is my go-to for recipes and I own several of their cook books. This one is great

because it features each school in the SEC (even newly joined Texas A&M....WHOOP!) and a little

about their traditions and town. Has some great recipes for tailgating, both food and drinks, and the

few we've tried so far have been a hit! Can't go wrong with this paperback cookbook if you love to

tailgate or just love the greatest conference in the nation, the SEC!

My title pretty much says it. This is a fun read if you are a cook who's an SEC football fan. I grew up

in the South and am a huge college football fan, especially the SEC (ROLL TIDE!!). I enjoyed, not

only the recipes, but the small snippets of information on each football program.
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